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Exam �
Combinatorıcs, Dave Bayer, April �-��, ����

Please show all of your work. You wıll be graded for both your answers and your explanations. You
need not complete the entire exam; some questions are intended to be challenging.

�is test ıs open-book. You may use any resource such as my course materials, textbooks, or �e
On-Line Encyclopedia of integer Sequences. You may not receive help from another person.

[1] How many ways can we choose three vertices of an octagon, up to rotatıon?
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[2]Which dıssection of a polygon corresponds to this Young tableau, under Stanley’s correspondence?
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[3] let f(k) count the number of ways of coloring the squares of a 4⇥ 4 grıd using at most k colors, up to
the dihedral group D4 of rotations and re�ections of the square. What is f(2)? What can you say about
f(k)?
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[4] Color the vertıces of a cube using at most k colors, up to rotations of the cube. Let f(k) count the
number of chiral pairs: Mirror images that are not the same under rotation. What is f(4)? What can you
say about f(k)?
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The above is a brute force check of the 48 possibilities
to get an answer without really understandingthe group
These counts agreewiththe followingmore carefulanalysis

Let g k alarings using Ek colors upto rotations
Let h k alarings using Ek colors upto rotationsand reflections

then fl k g k h k chiral pairs

Example here is one chiral pawn k 2 fIgÉ
So f 2 g 2 h 2 1

Rotations count thesetwice

Rotationsand reflections count Éfthese once righthanded

Let G group of rotations of cube
Let It group of rotations and reflections of cube

1
I 8 ways to mark a vertex161 8 3 24 ÉIÉ 3 ways to mark an edge
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The easiest way to understand H is to choose h
that swapsall antipodal corners

This can beunderstoodas threereflections through eachcoordinateplane



We now studyeach kind of rotation aloneandfollowedby swapping antipodes
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[5] Let f(p) count the number of ways of coloring a p bead necklace using atmost 3 interchangeable colors,
up to rotation. In other words, we’re partitıoning the beads into up to 3 unnamed subsets, up to rotation.
As shown, f(2) = 2 and f(3) = 3. What is f(5)? What can you say about f(p), when p is prime?

The primes p 2,3 arespecial cases because 2 and 3 divide 6
the order of the permutationgroup S3 interchanging the colors
For primep 25 the group Cp x S3 has order Gp
with fixed points
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